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Lia has her perfect life mapped out after college-including her long term boyfriend Chris. But that will mean
leaving her best friend Ethan behind, so how can that be perfect? Lia wants them both, but when things heat
up, she'll have to choose where her true future lies.

This Christmas, forbidden passion is sparking a fire... and MAKING HER MELT.

Note: This standalone novella contains explicit sexual content, so... enjoy!

Praise for Amber Lin's other books:

"Amber's work cuts deeper than that of anybody else I can think of--her prose is beautiful, the dark
emotions are darker, the sex is sexier."
- Ruthie Knox, New York Times Bestselling Author

"Oh and as for Amber Lin, well she was already on my shelf as a favourite Author of mine and yet again she
proved just why. Her writing style is beautiful, flawless and so evocative you live and breathe her stories."
 - TotallyBooked Blog

"She has a beautiful, atmospheric writing style and you're not going to find sentimental love here, nor are
you going to find hearts and flowers. This is taut, compelling, thoughtful and also gritty, earthy and
unembellished."
 - Sinfully Sexy Book Reviews

MAKING HER MELT is set in the same world as CHANCE OF RAIN, but also stands alone. If you enjoy
one, you'll probably like the other <3
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From reader reviews:

Kimberly Niemeyer:

People live in this new day of lifestyle always aim to and must have the free time or they will get wide range
of stress from both everyday life and work. So , once we ask do people have time, we will say absolutely yes.
People is human not just a robot. Then we inquire again, what kind of activity are you experiencing when the
spare time coming to a person of course your answer will probably unlimited right. Then do you try this one,
reading textbooks. It can be your alternative inside spending your spare time, often the book you have read
will be Making Her Melt.

Jesse Fox:

Reading a book to become new life style in this 12 months; every people loves to learn a book. When you
read a book you can get a lot of benefit. When you read textbooks, you can improve your knowledge, mainly
because book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on what kinds of book
that you have read. In order to get information about your study, you can read education books, but if you act
like you want to entertain yourself read a fiction books, these us novel, comics, along with soon. The Making
Her Melt will give you new experience in reading through a book.

Ian Louviere:

Many people spending their moment by playing outside with friends, fun activity together with family or just
watching TV all day every day. You can have new activity to shell out your whole day by reading through a
book. Ugh, think reading a book will surely hard because you have to use the book everywhere? It all right
you can have the e-book, taking everywhere you want in your Smart phone. Like Making Her Melt which is
getting the e-book version. So , try out this book? Let's observe.

Mary Moore:

Do you like reading a guide? Confuse to looking for your selected book? Or your book has been rare? Why
so many issue for the book? But just about any people feel that they enjoy intended for reading. Some people
likes studying, not only science book but novel and Making Her Melt or maybe others sources were given
know-how for you. After you know how the truly amazing a book, you feel want to read more and more.
Science reserve was created for teacher or maybe students especially. Those guides are helping them to
include their knowledge. In different case, beside science e-book, any other book likes Making Her Melt to
make your spare time a lot more colorful. Many types of book like here.
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